INFLATABLES
BOUNCERS

WESTERN BOUNCER*
Have a hoe-down of a good time
our Western themed bouncer. 15’x15’
$425 / up to 5hrs

TIKI BOUNCER*
Aloha...your kids are guaranteed to love
our tiki bounce house - all day fun! 15’x15’
$425 / up to 5hrs

3-in-1 COMBO BOUNCER*
Over 33’ of fun with bounce area,
climbing wall & slide!
$495 / up to 5hrs

TROPICAL 3-in-1 BOUNCER*
Tropical themed bouncer complete with
climbing wall and slide.
$495 / up to 5hrs

INFLATABLE
SLIDES

GIANT SLIDE*
At 24’T, 20’W & 40’ L you’ll understand
why they call it the “Giant Slide”!
$1,095 / 4hrs

TROPICAL SLIDE*
16’T inflatable themed slide!
Add $200 for water slide.
$695 / 4hrs

WILD RAPIDS SLIDE*
Take a ride down our 55’ themed slide
Add $200 for water slide.
$1,295 / 4hrs

BLACKBEARD’S PIRATE SHIP*
Yarrrgh matey, ye children be having lots
of fun! 32’L x 15’W x 18’T
$1,295 / 4hrs

INFLATABLE
PLAY CENTERS

THE MYSTERY MACHINE*
With impressive design this inflatable offers a
dual lane climbing wall, slide & bounce area.
$695

ATLANTIS PLAY CENTER*
Kids love our “under the sea” adventure
combo with bouncer, climbing wall & slide!
$595

PIRATE 5-in-1*
Race your opponent thru our 40’
inflatable obstacle course!
$595

CAROUSEL PLAY CENTER*
20’ diameter themed play center
for the kids!
$695

SPORTS INFLATABLES
$595 Each / 3 for $1,295 / All 4 for $1,695
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Throw the football across the field to the
back wall that holds a line of receivers. Once
the pass is completed, the football then is returned
to the opposing quarterback's lane. First player to
get rid of all of their footballs first - wins!

Participants take their shot at the back wall
to score points through the different openings.
With each goal the soccer ball returns to the
opposing players lane. The kicker that gets
rid of all the balls in their lane wins.
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Players can step up to the plate and try to hit
Players engage in crossover shooting action. As
baseballs into an enclosed "outfield."
they make baskets, the ball returns to the opponent's
The back wall has strategic holes with
lane from each shot made. The first player to
designated point values for each hit.
get rid of all their basketballs rules
this inflatable court.

